
1Unless otherwise ordered or specified herein, all documents filed in accordance with this scheduling
order are to be filed, whether conventionally or electronically, by 5:00 p.m.

2All civil trial settings are subject to the priority of criminal trials established by the Speedy Trial Act,
18 U.S.C. §§ 3161-3174.
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS

DALLAS DIVISION

MICHAEL J. QUILLING, §
Receiver for Megafund Corporation and §
Lancorp Financial Group, LLC §

§
Plaintiff, §

v. § Civil Action No. 3:06-CV-0299-L
§ ECF

KENNETH WAYNE HUMPHRIES, §
§

Defendant. §

ABBREVIATED SCHEDULING ORDER

Pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 16(b), the Local Civil Rules of this court (except as modified

herein), the court’s Civil Justice Expense and Delay Reduction Plan, as amended, and the joint status

report and discovery plan submitted by the parties, the court issues this scheduling order.1  Unless

otherwise ordered or specified herein, all limitations and requirements of the Federal Rules of Civil

Procedure, as amended, must be observed.

1. Trial Date:  This case is set for trial on this court’s four-week docket beginning June 4,

2007.2  Counsel and the parties must be ready for trial on two (2) days’ notice at any time

during this four-week period, unless the court allows otherwise at the pretrial conference.

Any potential conflicts must be called to the attention of the court in writing within ten

(10) days from the date of this order.
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2. Pretrial Disclosures and Objections:  Unless otherwise directed by order, the parties

must make the disclosure required by Rule 26(a)(3)(A)-(C), Fed. R. Civ. P., by May 14,

2007.  No later than May 25, 2007, a party must serve and file a list disclosing (i) any

objections to the use under Rule 32(a) of a deposition designated by another party under

Rule 26(a)(3)(B), and (ii) any objections, together with the grounds therefore, that may

be made to the admissibility of materials identified under Rule 26(a)(3)(C), if any.

3. Pretrial Materials:  By May 14, 2007, the parties must file as separate documents the

following pretrial material:

i. Pretrial Order:  A joint pretrial order shall be submitted by Plaintiff’s attorney
which covers each of the matters listed in Local Rule 16.4 and which states the
estimated length of trial and whether this case is jury or nonjury.  If an attorney for
either party does not participate in the preparation of the joint pretrial order, the
opposing attorney shall submit a separate pretrial order with an explanation of why
the joint order was not submitted (so that the court can impose sanctions, if
appropriate); however, failure to agree upon content or language is not an excuse
for submitting separate pretrial orders — since each party may present its version
of any disputed matter in the joint pretrial order.  When the joint pretrial order is
approved by the court, it will control all subsequent proceedings in this case.  Parties
shall summarize their claims and defenses in the pretrial order.  The parties are
warned not to include a restatement of their complaints or answers filed in this
case.  Statements regarding “contested facts” in the pretrial order are to be stated in
question form or begin with the word “whether.”

ii. Witness List:  Each party must file a list of witnesses who may be called by each
party in its case in chief.  Each witness list shall contain a brief narrative summary
of the testimony to be elicited from each witness, shall state whether the witness has
been deposed, and whether the witness’ testimony at trial is “probable,” “possible,”
“expert,” or “record custodian.”  A copy of this list must be furnished to the court
reporter prior to trial.

iii. Exhibit List and Deposition Testimony:  A list of exhibits and a designation of
portions of depositions to be offered at trial shall be filed by each party.  The list of
exhibits shall describe the documents or items in numbered sequence. The
documents or items to be offered as exhibits shall be numbered by attachment of
gummed labels to correspond with the sequence on the exhibit list.  The gummed
labels shall clearly indicate that the exhibits are those of Plaintiff, Defendant, or
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3 “Annotated” means that each proposed instruction or conclusion of law shall be accompanied by
citation to statutory or case authority, or pattern instructions.  Do not submit a proposed instruction or
conclusion of law without citation to supporting authority.  Because Fifth Circuit and Supreme Court cases
are the only precedent binding on this court, the parties should — to the extent possible — rely on these
sources or Fifth Circuit pattern instructions in proposed jury instructions.
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Intervenor, as the case may be.  In addition, counsel for each party intending to offer
exhibits shall exchange a set of marked exhibits with opposing counsel and shall
deliver a set of marked exhibits to the court’s chambers (except large or voluminous
items that cannot be easily reproduced).  Exhibits are to be placed in three-ring
binders, and the binder is to be labeled with the style of case, case number, and name
of the party.  A copy of the exhibit list must be furnished to the court reporter prior
to trial.

iv. Jury Instructions:  Requested jury instructions (annotated)3 and issues shall be filed
by each party.  The instructions and issues must be tailored to the specific case.

v. Proposed Voir Dire Questions: Proposed voir dire questions which the court is
requested to ask during its examination of the jury panel must be filed. The court,
after completion of its voir dire, will allow counsel additional time to conduct
follow-up questions as necessary.

4. Objections to Pretrial Material and Motions in Limine:  Objections to exhibits,

witness lists, and designated deposition testimony shall be filed by May 25, 2007.

Counsel, or the representative party if not represented by counsel,  must confer about

exhibits and make reasonable efforts to agree on admissibility prior to the pretrial

conference, at which time the court will rule on the admissibility of the exhibits.

Motions in limine, if any, shall be filed by May 25, 2007, unless counsel, in the exercise

of reasonable diligence, could not have known of the basis for the motion as of the

motion deadline.  Motions in limine must not be filed as a matter of course and, if filed,

must be limited to matters that meet the following requirements:  (1) the matter cannot

adequately be raised by trial objection without prejudice to the moving party, and (2) the

prejudice of mentioning the matter in the presence of the jury cannot be cured by an
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instruction from the court.  Motions in limine must include neither “standard” or

“boilerplate” requests not tailored to a case-specific matter, nor issues presented in order

to obtain substantive rulings that should have been requested in advance of trial by

appropriate motion.

5. Pretrial Conference:  A pretrial conference in this case is set for June 1, 2007, at 11:00

a.m.  Each party shall be represented by at least one attorney (unless a party is pro se)

who will conduct the trial and who has authority to enter into stipulations and admissions

that would facilitate the admission of evidence and reduce the time and expenses of trial.

Fed. R. Civ. P. 16(b).  All pretrial motions not previously decided will be resolved at that

time, and procedures for trial will be discussed.  At the final pretrial conference, it should

be possible to assign the specific date for the trial during the four-week docket.

Telephone calls about the probable trial date prior to the final pretrial conference

will usually do nothing more than waste your time and that of court staff.

6. Sanctions:  If counsel or any party fails or refuses to do anything required by this order,

a mediation order, or any other order entered by the court, such party or counsel, or

both, may be subject to sanctions without further notice.  These sanctions may include

striking a party’s witnesses or exhibits, striking a party’s claims or defenses, dismissal

of a party’s claims, entry of default, payment of expenses by the offending party or

attorney, or other sanctions the court deems appropriate.  See Fed. R. Civ. P. 16(f).

7. Inquiries and Facsimiles:  Questions relating to this scheduling order are to be

directed to Ms. Darnecia Campbell, Judicial Assistant (214/753-2365).  In the past, the

court has received a number of documents which were the products of facsimiles.  The
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quality of some of these documents was so poor in that parts of the contents were

either unreadable or obliterated.  Counsel and the parties are therefore directed not

to fax documents or submit any document that is a product of a fax, including the

signature page, to the court or court clerk for filing in this case, unless permission is

granted by the court.  In addition, no facsimile banners shall appear on any page of

a document submitted to the court for consideration. The court will allow the faxing

of documents only in truly exceptional or emergency situations.  Faxed documents

submitted for filing without prior approval of the court will be unfiled.  If an attorney

or unrepresented party is unavailable for a signature, the unavailable attorney or

unrepresented party may grant his or her permission for another attorney or the

unrepresented party to sign the document, as long as such permission is so reflected

on the document.

8. Counsel shall provide a copy of this order and any other order or written decision issued

by the court to his or her respective client(s).

It is so ordered this17th day of November, 2006.

_________________________________
Sam A. Lindsay
United States District Judge
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